
 

Koi aane ko hai jaam ho zara, yahaan hum bhi hain. Jo khelo zindagi ka naya jagah hai, hi kaheen hi rokaan. Tune: Pankaj Udhas - Kholo Zara ( Remix) | Bollywood ChaCha Pankaj Udhas is often termed as "India's Bob Dylan". He is considered by many to be the greatest Bollywood singer and songwriter of all times and his music has been featured in over 300 films. His lyrics are unparalleled and he
has captivated movie lovers across generations. His songs have reached beyond the cinematic realm to become part of our popular culture. This song is very simple but it is the perfect example of what makes Pankaj Udhas special. There are many versions of this song in Hindi, Nepali, Bangla and Hindi movies. The original version was sung by the legendary composer RD Burman. But this version has
been sung by Pankaj Udhas directly in Hindi without any other singers. He sings one line at a time, with only his voice breaking into the melody at places. And then he finishes off with strong chords that show strong Indian classical influence in his voice.* 

"The above video has been taken from YouTube. com. This video is being used for educational and non-commercial purposes only. © Copyright belongs to the original poster/producer" The verse implies that life has a new form of enjoyment waiting for us, which is even more exciting than the things we enjoy in life. It suggests that we should try new things and not be afraid to discover new
experiences, as they may open up a whole new world of opportunities for us. The song also refers to romance in a very simple yet subtle way.
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"Pankaj Udhas - Jaadu Hai Raaen" is a Bengali song by Pankaj Udhas. The music of this song was composed by Anwar Khan. This song is sung by Anubrata Mondal for the Hindi movie "Dum Maro Dum". The song was picturised on Mithun Chakraborty and Chaya Singh in the lead roles. The music composed by Anwar Khan. All lyrics written by Pankaj Udhas except for those marked as "lyrics by
Sabyasachi Chakrabarty." 
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